








Integration details

How is the 
integration set up?
Setup instructions can be found in our Help Center:   

How do I set up the NetSuite integration?

Select your accounting integration 

Search by integration name

Netsuite

How to connect
Connect

QuickBooks

How to connect
Connect

Xero

How to connect
Connect

Sage Intacct

How to connect
Connect

Coupa Pay

How to connect
Connect

Concur

How to connect
Connect

Back Dont see your integration?

New request Support OW
Olivia Wilson
Acme, Inc.

NetSuite

How to connect
Connect
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https://www.brex.com/support/how-do-i-set-up-the-netsuite-integration




Integration details

How do I set up 
mapping 
capabilities?
Mapping rules can be created within the Brex dashboard to 
automate accounting categorization of transactions — saving 
hours of time each month and reducing errors.



Setup instructions can be found in our Help Center: How do I set 
up mapping rules to auto-categorize my transactions?

New request Support OW
Olivia Wilson
Acme, Inc.

Your wallet

DoorDash

Credit

Budgets

Expenses

Team

Accounting 

Integrations

Your wallet

DoorDash

Credit

Budgets

Expenses

Team

Integrations

Netsuite Review and export

Settings Accounting fields Mappings Custom rules

Accounting Fields

Locations
Mapped to: Brex Merchant

Entities
Mapped to: Brex Merchant

Accounting Field
Mapped to: Brex Merchant

Vendors

Merchants NetSuite GL accounts

Airbnb 612003 Lodging

Uber 612013 Travel

Lyft 612013 Travel

Amazon 612070 SaaS

Amazon Web Services 612150 Server costs 

Delta 612002 Airline expenses

Location
Mapped to: Brex Merchant

Department
Mapped to: Brex Merchant

Cost Center
Select Brex datasource
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Integration details

Glossary:

Brex terms
Please use this glossary to help you navigate through the new 
terms you may see while using Brex integrations.

Accounting fields
 Accounting fields are unique custom fields that 

you can create within your Brex dashboard. They 
work in tandem with fields brought over from 
your existing ERP integration like GL account

 Use custom fields to categorize expenses across 
Brex with greater flexibility. Custom fields can be 
edited later, but they can only be exported via 
CSV. They will not be synced with your ERP.

Category/category mapping
Category mapping is the matching of Brex’s default 
48 categories with a corresponding general ledger 
(GL) account in your accounting software. Brex 
automatically categorizes your transactions, 
however, you can customize the mapping by going 
to Integrations > Manage > Categories in your Brex 
dashboard. Learn more in our .Help Center

Cost center
Cost centers are a type of classification that can be 
assigned to user profiles within your Brex account. 
These cost centers can be exported along with 
transaction data to your ERP system with Brex 
Empower.

Department
Create departments from the Team tab of your 
dashboard and map them to your accounting 
software. Departments allow you to assign 
cardholders within your Brex account.

Locations
Map Brex locations to your ERP’s locations with this 
integration field.

Merchants
Map merchants to your accounting software. Any 
mappings handled here will override the category 
mappings.

Collections
These are regular payments toward your Brex card.

Employee/card repayments
Occasionally, one of your employees may use their 
Brex card in error for a personal expense. If this 
occurs, you’ll have the option of using our 

 feature to prompt that employee to 
submit a repayment for their expense. Brex does not 
set your expense policy, so if an employee declines 
a repayment request or has not repaid a particular 
expense that you believe should be repaid, that’s a 
discussion that would not be facilitated by the Brex 
platform.

employee 
repayments
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https://www.brex.com/support/what-are-all-the-brex-merchant-categories
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Capabilities

Supported custom 
fields
Custom fields and segments are also supported with our 
NetSuite integration. Brex admins and bookkeepers can now map 
to custom fields in NetSuite from the Brex dashboard. 



To enable custom fields, please contact your dedicated 
relationship manager or email  to confirm 
eligibility.



Once your custom fields or segments have been imported into 
Brex, they can be mapped to the Brex fields of your choice in the 
Mapping section of your NetSuite integration page. Exporting 
expenses to NetSuite directly will code the selected values on 
the journal entry. If exporting as a CSV, the custom segments will 
also show up as a column with the corresponding value.

integrations@brex.com

Accounting Automation

Automation

Fields & mappings Custom rules Entity settings

Fields
Showing 10 of 210 fields

Add custom field

Search rules

Field name Values Last updatedLast updated Mapped to

Select mapping101 locations Jan 20, 2023 
Location
NetSuite field

Brex departments12 departments Jan 20, 2023 
Department
NetSuite field

Brex GLaccounts124 accounts Jan 20, 2023 GL account
NetSuite field

Select mapping0 values Jan 20, 2023 
Storefronts
Custom field

Brex taxcenters2,404 accounts Jan 20, 2023 
Tax Center
NetSuite field

Brex merchants2,404 accounts Jan 20, 2023 
Vendor
NetSuite field

Brex projects2,404 accounts Jan 20, 2023 Project codes
NetSuite field

See more

New request Support OW
Olivia Wilson
Acme, Inc.
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Capabilities

Other features
Check out these other features that the Brex integration with 
NetSuite enables.

Accrual accounting
Accrual accounting helps enterprises build a more
accurate picture of financial health. Brex creates 
Journal entries using accrual accounting methods. 

Audit receipt support
To make audits easier, receipts uploaded to Brex are
passed directly into NetSuite when you export your
transaction data. In NetSuite, you'll see a URL that 
links to the receipt image, with no sign-in required. 

Created from link
In addition to the receipt URL, Brex will also generate 
a Created from link that will take you back to the 
transaction in the Brex dashboard.

Duplicate entry prevention
To prevent duplicate entries, Brex won't allow you to 
re-export a successfully exported transaction. Once 
you export transactions from the Accounting tab 
(whether directly to NetSuite or via CSV), you can't 
export them again. You can, however, export 
transaction data from the Expenses tab to CSV, PDF, 
HTML, TXT, or XLSX as often as you'd like.

Reimbursement accounting
Journey entry support to log reimbursement activity 
and bulk pull payouts. 

Export types
 Journal entrie

 Card transactions, reimbursements, 
payments, and repayments are exported by
default in the form of journal entries or 
advanced intercompany journal entries

 Credit card transaction
 You can also choose to export Brex card 

transactions to NetSuite as credit card 
transactions. To learn more about this option,
please email .integrations@brex.com

Memo customization
When exporting to NetSuite, Brex pushes the memo 
and a descriptor that shows the merchant name to 
NetSuite’s memo field to ensure that even if a NetSuite
vendor isn’t mapped, you won’t lose any details. We 
can also enable other details including cardholder 
name, last four digits of the card, and posted date.

Multi-currency support
Brex supports tracking expenses and issuing/paying
bills in non-USD currencies. Currently only available 
for companies based in the US, with subsidiaries in 
different countries.

Multi-entity support
Multi-entity support pulls in NetSuite subsidiaries 
and exports transactions directly to those 
subsidiaries. Brex will automatically generate the 
intercompany journal entries for you.
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FAQs

FAQs
Here are answers to the most common questions Brex Empower 
users ask.
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Can I pay with an external bank account vs using Brex Cash?
Paying with external bank accounts is available but a Cash account is currently a prerequisite requirement 
even if your company does not use it to pay.

Is there a way to test out this integration to ensure we properly understand the details required to 
set this integration up?
Yes, you can connect your Brex account to your NetSuite sandbox for testing purposes. Setup 
instructions can be found in our help article . If you export 
transactions for testing and need to export to production after, please reach out to 

 for further support.

How do I set up the NetSuite integration?

integrations@brex.com

Does Brex support mandatory fields in NetSuite?
Yes! Default values for department, class, location, and others can be set by following the instructions in 

.How do I set up NetSuite default fields?

Why are my transactions not exporting to NetSuite?
Refer to our help article: .I need help troubleshooting my NetSuite integration

Who can access and/or make changes to my NetSuite integration with Brex?
Only your employees who are assigned admin and bookkeeper role types in Brex can access or make 
changes to your NetSuite integration.

Can employees see the NetSuite fields?
By default, employees will not see the NetSuite fields in Empower. If you’re interested in surfacing all 
NetSuite fields to your employees, please reach out to  for further support.

 

Note: It’s currently only possible to display all NetSuite fields or none at all.

 integrations@brex.com

https://www.brex.com/support/how-do-i-set-up-the-netsuite-integration
mailto:integrations@brex.com
https://www.brex.com/support/how-do-i-set-up-netsuite-defaults-fields
https://www.brex.com/support/why-aren-t-my-transactions-exporting-to-netsuite
mailto:integrations@brex.com


We’re here  
to help.

If you have any questions, please 
visit our , , 
or email 

Help Center chat with us
support@brex.com.
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